149 ancillary metadata were analyzed using the QIIME pipeline. Quality filtering consisted 150 of discarding reads <200 bp or >1000 bp in length, excluding homopolymer runs of 151 >six bp and >six continuous ambiguous bases, and accepting one barcode correction 152 and two primer mismatches. Moreover, reads with a mean quality score <25 were also 
3.1 Changes of FOL density during ASD

177
We described each sample with the substrate name and replication number, for 178 example, WB1 indicated the first sample of two replicates in soil receiving WB 179 treatment. The FOL density was 642-1832 copies g soil −1 on day 0, decreasing to 180 0.6%-10.6% on day 3 and then gradually decreasing up to day 7, except for sample 13 181 DM1 (Table 2) . On day 14, the FOL densities of the DM-treated samples were 182 decreased (<1 copy g soil −1 ), but that of the other treatments were not. A bipyridyl 183 reaction was observed in WB1, SCD1, and DM1 14 days after ASD (Supplemental 184 
